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0 Introduction
Unfortunately, the arguments of original article for the conclusions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 3 are not complete.
Our arguments in the original article, p. 181 assert in fact that c2k−1 is a non-zero cycle in H2k−1(Cβ, L+ ∪
L− ∪ J−∞() ∪ ∂∞c2k−1). This does not necessarily imply that c2k−1 is non-zero in H2k−1(Cβ, L+ ∪ L− ∪
J−∞() ∪ ∂∞c2k−1) ∪ Wu(h2k−1,∞)), which is the conclusion that would be required for (iii) and (iv).
It is still possible that the addition of Wu(h2k−1,∞) would yield a factor such as PCk−1 × [−1, 1] in the
second factor after use of the classifying map for the S1-action, destroying the argument.
Under the assumption of (i) and (ii), this does not happen since the Fadell–Rabinowitz index [3] of γF R(L+)
and γF R(L−) are at most (k − 2), so that the second factor maps at most into PCk−2 ×[−1, 1] ∪PCk−1 ×{0}.
No need to use, as in original article, p. 176 lines −21 to −16, the argument about π2k(S2k−1) (written
π2k−2(S2k−1) in original article, line −18, p. 176, a misprint) , which is an interesting observation; but we do
not in fact need it.
1 Techniques to evaluate γF R of “sections” to Wu(h2k−1,∞)
We now briefly study the Fadell–Rabinowitz index of “sections” to Wu(h2k−1,∞) in order to decide whether
this space has a classifying map, given its intersections with L± and its boundary trace ∂∞c2k−1, valued into
PC
k−1 × [−1, 1] or in a lower dimensional complex projective space:
Starting from Wu(h2k−1,∞), we seek a section  to the flow-lines of this subset that enter eg L+ (L−).
We would like to prove that γF R()  (k − 1). We can take this section to be defined by the equations
in f (x1, . . . , x2k) = 0, where the xls are the sizes of the various ±v-jumps of h2k−1,∞.  is invariant through
the flow and it is a set of dimension of dimension (2k − 2).
All the non-zero ±v-jumps of  are positive.
We observe that, starting in fact from y2k , see original article, section 2.5, p. 125—which dominates all the
h2k−1,∞-the ±v-jumps that remain zero all along a flow-line separating two critical points with a difference of
Morse indexes equal to 1, cannot disappear; they survive as zero-H10 ± v-jumps in the closure of the flow-line,
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with their time-parametrization. Indeed, the flow-line occurs in ∪2s , at infinity. It therefore involves, without
taking into account the zero H10 ± v-jump, a difference of Morse indexes at least equal to 1. Any additional
loss would yield a difference of Morse indexes equal to 2 to the least.
On the other hand, a surviving ±v-jump induces an S1-equivariant map valued into S1 through the map
eit (x), t (x) being the time at which this ±v-jump occurs.
Thus, starting from , which is invariant by the flow, and trying to compute its Fadell–Rabinowitz index
γF R , we are led to consider flow-lines from a top critical point at . We observe that we may assume that  is
made of flow-lines starting at top critical points of h2k−1,∞ because of the properties of our flow. Two distinct
smooth pieces of  intersect only at a critical point of the flow, this follows from the fact that if a ±v-jump
is zero on a curve, it remains zero on all the flow-line through the curve. As observed above, γF R does not
change as long as the difference of Morse indexes is equal to 1 between top and bottom critical points.
γF R changes therefore only with s difference of Morse indexes equal to 2, without any intermediate critical
point involved, between a top z∞2k−1 of  (of index (2k − 2) in  because of the constraint involved in ) and
another z(∞)2k−3 of  (of index (2k − 4) in  for the same reason).
At z(∞)2k−3, there is no surviving zero H10 ±v-jump, only one can be “lost” and the ξ -pieces of z(∞)2k−3 must all
be of H10 -index zero, also well-oriented as defined in [1, pp. 111–112, Propositions 19 and 21]. Since at least
one ±v-jump is zero on a flow-line of , it must not survive at z(∞)2k−3 and it cannot remain “jailed” between
two non-zero ±v-jumps of z(∞)2k−3. It must “rotate” and this is only possible if it has a small non-zero (positive)±v-jump companion on each characteristic ξ -piece allowing it to “travel”, that is the zero ±v-jump x¯ travels
along a ξ -piece with the tiny y¯ with it from one edge to the other one. Then, y¯ becomes larger, the edge splits
into its original ±v-jump z¯, x¯ , which is zero, and y¯. z¯ decreases in size, y¯ increases in size, until z¯ becomes
tiny on the next ξ -piece, x¯ moves also on the next ξ -piece, y¯ becomes the edge. Then y¯ can rotate around z(∞)2k−3
until y¯ is replaced by another ±v-jump and y¯ becomes tiny in front of the zero x¯ on this next ξ -piece and the
process can resume, along x¯ to complete a full turn around z(∞)2k−3.
Because of the presence of this extra non-zero y¯, all the ξ -pieces of z(∞)2k−3 must be of H10 -index zero, well-
oriented [1] if characteristic, with no possibility to introduce decreasing normals [1, pp. 111–112, Propositions
19 and 21], including after introducing small ξ -pieces along the large ±v-jumps of z(∞)2k−3.
z(∞)2k−3 is therefore very special and its unstable manifold is entirely in L+. If γF R(Wu(z
(∞)
2k−3)) is (k − 2),
then assuming that there are no intermediate critical points between z(∞)2k−1 and z
(∞)
2k−3, γF R() is (k − 1) since
Wu(z(∞)2k−1) ∩  ∩ Ws(z(∞)2k−3) contains a sphere S2, copy of PC1.
Observe that Wu(z(∞)2k−3) is described with the help of (2k −2) positive v-jumps at most (two have been lost:
x¯ and y¯). z(∞)2k−3 is made itself of ξ -pieces of H10 -index zero, strict H10 -index zero if characteristic, well-oriented,
with no decreasing normals along its large ±v-jumps.
With the introduction of possible companions (additional positive ±v-jumps), we may assume that
Wu(z(∞)2k−3) lies into the subset of L+ made of curves having the same behavior, namely having ξ -pieces of
(strict) H10 -index zero well-oriented, with no decreasing normals along its large ±v-jumps. Indeed, if a curve
violating the above conditions should arise along a flow-line of Wu(z(∞)2k−1), we can introduce tiny positive
v-jumps at positions of decrease and continue the flow in this way.
2 Related directions of research
This reasoning indicates the directions which are natural to continue further the research started in our paper.
There are three such directions:
1. Estimate the Fadell–Rabinowitz index of the sets of curves described above, that is the index of the set of
curves made of ξ -pieces of H10 -index zero, strict H10 -index zero if characteristic, well-oriented, with no
decreasing normals along its large ±v-jumps.
2. Explore, for the first exotic contact form of Gonzalo and Varela [4] α1, which we studied in [2], the relation:
∂c∞2k = c2k−1 + h2k−1,∞
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see original article, with h2k−1,∞ dominated by a y2k as in original article, p. 125. It is enough to complete
this for α1. Results of existence would follow for all the contact forms of this contact structure, see original
article, p. 126, Lemma 2.14. Any cycle c2k−1 that does not enter into such a Morse relation survives for all
contact forms of the family.
3. Explore the “point to circle” Morse relations with infinity described in section 2.5, pp. 125–131 of original
article.
This is a narrow, but maybe fruitful direction of research to further extend results, including results of
existence of periodic orbits “in the large”, in Contact Form Geometry.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License which permits any use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author(s) and the source are credited.
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